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This is an amazing part of WA I have only been 3 times as it is such a long way to drive
but I think that is why it is so magical. The experience should be earnt! Stepping out
into coral bay, exmouth and cape range NP almost brings me to tears I love it so much.
the one thing I love is it’s untouched beauty, it is bare bones and unpretentious. This is
one of the best parts of WA and we are so lucky we need to protect it. Ningaloo reef is
hands down better and more accessible than the Great Barrier Reef, but I would hate to
see it become a tourist theme park like Noosa or Port Douglas.
Exmouth town & coral bay has changed a lot from what I remember as a child and I
really like it, I think it has everything you need for a pleasant stay in the region. I will
definitely be back.

1. What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify

with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Values I identify are
- Yinigudura land
- fragile eco system 
- amazing wildlife
- unpretentious and untouched Australia
- no big business 

What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Witnessing amazing wildlife in ocean and land
Whale shark tours
Snorkeling
Kayaking
Swimming
Exploring
Photography

What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Climate change and oceans heating up like what is happening to the Great Barrier Reef
MINING
Oil and gas are always trying to explore the area
Deep water ports
Big ugly tourism (cruise ships, big resorts)

1. What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector or

business?

2. Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are

aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf? 

Oil & gas exploration
Deep water port



More boat traffic
This will all impact the reef
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